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ABSTRACT 

 
The PSIRT (Particle Systems Iterative Reconstructive Technique) is, just like the ART method, an iterative 

tomographic reconstruction technique with the recommended use in the reconstruction of catalytic density 

distribution in the refining process of oil in the FCC-type riser. The PSIRT is based upon computer graphics’ 

particle systems, where the reconstructing material is initially represented as composed of particles subject to a 

force field emanating from the beams, whose intensities are parameterized by the differences between the 

experimental readings of a given beam trajectory, and the values corresponding to the current amount of particles 

landed in this trajectory. A dynamical process is set as the beams fields of attracting forces dispute the particles. 

At the end, with the equilibrium established, the particles are replaced by the corresponding regions of pixels. 

The High Speed Gamma-ray Tomograph is a 5-source-fan-beam device with a 17-detector deck per source, 

capable of producing up to a thousand complete sinograms per second. Around 70.000 experimental sinograms 

from this tomograph were produced simulating the move of gas bubbles in different angular speeds immersed in 

oil within the vessel, through the use of a two-hole-polypropylene phantom. The sinogram frames were set with 

several different detector integration times. This article studies and compares the robustness of both ART and 

PSIRT methods in this heavily noisy scenario, where this noise comes not only from limitations in the dynamical 

sampling, but also from to the underlying apparatus that produces the counting in the tomograph. These 

experiments suggest that PSIRT is a more robust method than ART for noisy data. Visual inspection on the 

resulting images suggests that PSIRT is a more robust method than ART for noisy data, since it almost never 

presents globally scattered noise. 

 

 
Keywords: Particle System Techniques, Industrial Tomography, Tomographic Image Reconstruction, High-
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Gamma-ray Computed Tomography (CT) has evolved considerably in recent years. An 

important application of CT is in the oil industry, particularly in the investigation of the oil 

refining process. This research is usually conducted by using tomographic arrangements with 

a small number of views and gamma-rays per view. This is important, since arrangements with 

very large amounts of rays are inconceivable to industrial context [1]. In the process of oil 

refining, the maximum use of the crude oil is only achieved with the homogeneous distribution 

of the catalyst inside the processing tube, which is known as FCC riser. Thus, the CT can be 

used to reconstruct the catalytic distribution image during the refining process, aiding the 

monitoring effort to achieve a distribution as homogeneous as possible [2]. 

 

Several methods are used in the reconstruction. The most important iterative algorithm in the 

industrial context is the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique, ART [4], along with its 

derivatives. Another iterative technique is the Particle System Iterative Reconstruction 

Technique, PSIRT [5]. The ART is a widely known and utilized, and PSIRT is a very recent 

method, with a different paradigm. The ART has given rise to several algebraic methods such 

as MART, SMART and SIRT. These methods are all based upon the resolution of a linear 

system of equations, with the image pixels being the unknowns, and the attenuation assigned 

to each trajectory producing an equation.  PSIRT uses the principles of computer graphics’ 

particle systems as a basis for its operations. 

 

In [5] a comparison of ART and PSIRT reconstruction methods is done in a first generation 

tomograph with different geometry configurations, in which the PSIRT presented better 

performance for most phantoms and simulated situations. In terms of tomographic devices, 

there are several types designed for industrial purposes. One of the most advanced scanners is 

the High Speed Gamma-ray Tomograph (HSGT), the only instantaneous gamma-ray 

tomograph currently in operation. In [14] the PSIRT was tested with dynamic data from this 

tomograph, allowing an investigation to be performed on the robustness of PSIRT to heavily 

noisy data. However, no comparison against competing methods was done. In this article we 

produce a comparison of ART and PSIRT reconstruction methods working with sinograms 

generated from those mentioned dynamical experiments in the HSGT. The results from this 

comparison suggest that the PSIRT is more robust to the presence of noise than the ART family.  

 

 

2. THE PSIRT METHOD  

 

The PSIRT (Particle System Iterative Reconstruction Technique) is an adaptation to the 

tomographic reconstruction of a concept used in computer graphics for the modeling of natural 

phenomena (see [7 – 12]). It considers each natural pixel - which covers an area in the geometry 

that minimally represents material - as a particle with certain physical characteristics. Each 

particle is subject to a number of forces emanating from the trajectories, which can produce 

movement. The force field of a given trajectory points orthogonally into it, and it is proportional 

to the difference between the linear attenuation coefficient induced by the particles currently 

landed in the trajectory, and the attenuation set to the trajectory by the tomograph input data. A 

particle, for the purposes of dynamics, can be represented as a circle with a radius relatively 

small if compared to the space between adjacent paths. The field intensity of a given trajectory 

is constant along directions parallel to it, and it is inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance to any particle (i.e., directions that are orthogonal to the trajectory). The intention is 
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to induce the particles to approach the trajectory, whenever the calculated attenuation in the 

current configuration is less than the experimental attenuation for this trajectory.  

 

The algorithm starts off with a certain amount of particles, randomly distributed in the inner 

section of the vessel. This amount is proportional to the linear attenuation coefficient values 

from the experimental readings associated to all trajectories. The system computes for each 

particle all the forces acting on it, yielding the resultant force through a vector summation of 

them in the sequence, which gives the direction and the orientation to move the particle a fixed 

step. A system iteration is characterized as a step performed by all particles, and a number of 

iterations is done until the set of trajectories globally approach the linear attenuation coefficient 

values of the input data up to a threshold. This is the same as to say that the intensity of the 

forces of all trajectories reached zero or close to zero, and the system is declared as being in 

equilibrium (Figure 1b), and all particles not hitting any trajectory can be removed. 

 

In the next section, we show details on the adaptation of the PSIRT to the HSGT geometry. 

 

 

 

3. RECONSTRUCTING IN THE HSGT GEOMETRY 

 

The High Speed Gamma-ray Tomograph (HSGT) is a 5-source-fan-beam device with a 17-

detector deck per source, capable of producing up to a thousand complete sinograms per second 

(Maad [13]). Being based on multiple fan-beam collimated radioisotope sources, it has proved 

to be an efficient and fast method for cross sectional imaging of the dynamics of different types 

of industrial processes. It has mainly been tested for imaging of multiphase flow composed of 

oil, water and gas. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of this tomograph: 

 

 

 
Figure 1 – The HSGT with five 500 mCi Am241 radiation sources and 85 CdZnTe detectors (Maad [13]). 
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In Figure 2 we show a screenshot of the user interface adapted to work with the HSGT 

configuration. A gamma beam is modeled as a simple straight line for simplicity. At certain 

iteration, when the equilibrium is reached, some particles may land at intersections, tangent 

points or in the interior space between trajectories. Interior particles may be removed. Particles 

that are tangent to a single trajectory are being counted in that trajectory attenuation, although 

a simple tangency does not guarantee a correct location, meaning that, under the point of view 

of a Radon transform, the particle could be tangent to any point along that trajectory to produce 

the same attenuation. That is why if the amount of particles in this situation is too large, it is 

useful to relocate them to restart the system. The idea is to increase the amount of particles 

landed at intersections. Double tangency may be considered close enough to an intersection. 

 

 

Figure 2 – PSIRT's user interface for the HSGT geometry in a particular iteration. 

 

In this HSGT architecture there may occur intersections of 2, 3, 4 or 5 trajectories. Numerical 

considerations require sufficiently small triangles to be regarded as triple intersections. Similar 

approximations are required for other small polygons and the corresponding types of 

intersections. Considering tangency as suboptimal, despite being at equilibrium, PSIRT has 

incorporated a phase called “downsizing”, where it attempts to reach equilibrium with a smaller 

amount of particles. The system needs to be restarted a prescribed amount of times, which tends 

to minimize the amount of particles in equilibrium that are not associated with intersections. 

At the final equilibrium, the relative positioning of the particles will determine the gray levels 

for the pixels in the image. The image rectangle circumscribes the white circle in Figure 2. 

Each particle covers a certain circular area in the image, and its gray intensity diminishes as it 

goes from the center to the boundaries. This is also prescribed by the user, who can determine 

this decay for each particle according to its type of intersection (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 –User prescribed material covered by a particle. In the left, numbers 1 to 5 represent the amount of 

intersections where the particle is landed.  The X value represents the amount of pixels from the particle center 

and Y is the corresponding normalized grey level. The letter A represents a point at the particle center, while B 

and C are points at two concentric circumferences inside the particle. The graph in the right represents the radial 

decay of the grey level from the center (A) down to B and then to the particle boundary (C). 

 

The PSIRT, just like any other particle-based method, requires some physically based 

parameters to be calibrated in order for the algorithm to work properly. For instance, the 

proportionality constant that adjusts the intensity of the force according to the differences 

between the current computed particle attenuation and actual attenuation for a given trajectory; 

we have used the factor of 0.005 for normalized detector readings. Another parameter is the 

total amount of particles, which by itself does not need to be bounded, only for its minimum, 

which must be directly related to the overall attenuation from the detectors readings. If this 

turns out to be too small, the system does not converge to the equilibrium, even though it 

normally ends with a reconstruction that can be considered an approximation for that amount 

of particles. However, if the amount of particles is larger than this ideal number then the 

exceeding particles are naturally removed by the program as it was described earlier. The 

advantage of starting with a sufficiently large number of particles is the speed with which the 

system reaches equilibrium. But if this number is too large, then the opposite may happen: the 

system might take too long to reach the equilibrium. The user can prescribe this amount, and 

for our present experiments we have used the amounts of 55 to 70 particles per trajectory, 

amounts that are multiplied by the normalized attenuation factor for each trajectory. Another 

parameter is the tolerance for the force around each trajectory; since the intensity falls down 

with the square of the distance, the force intensity near the trajectory may become too large; 

our solution to this was to establish that the intensity is constant in a neighborhood of a 

trajectory (we picked a 2-pixel-wide envelope around a trajectory). We also allowed the user 

to prescribe the acceleration, whose values are given in terms of a possibly fractional amount 

of pixels per square unit of time. Our reference value in this case is 0.04. The user can also 
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control the level of repulsion from a trajectory, which is how the system reacts each time the 

amount of particles becomes larger than to the corresponding ideal value. In general this feature 

is disabled (on the price of a smaller speed), as it may provoke instability in the system, with 

particles repeatedly moving in and out of the trajectory region. 

 

The adaptation of the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) to the HSGT geometry is 

straightforward, since the computation of its weight matrix is essentially the same as for the 

parallel-beam configuration. The only difference is that the angle of each trajectory is unique 

instead of being the same for a given view or projection. The parameters used for the 

experiments were: 20 iterations and 0.2 relaxation coefficient. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 

The experiments based on real data chosen for the comparison PSIRT X ART algorithms 

correspond to the dynamical set-up presented in Maad [13]. A cylinder-shaped phantom made 

of polypropylene possesses two longitudinal holes, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: (a) Sketch of the rotating phantom; (b) A section of the phantom. 
 

 

The objective was to simulate a part of the dynamics of gas bubbles immersed in oil inside a 

pipe. The polypropylene material presents density properties similar to the oil. The phantom 

was rotated in different speeds and the acquisition of the data was performed with different 

integration times, to adjust the recommendable integration time to the typical bubble speeds 

inside the pipe. The reconstruction itself was done offline with the ILST (Iterative Least 

Squares Technique). The integration time is the time used to collect counting data from the 

detectors to produce a single frame. For each speed, thousands of frames were reconstructed, 

with a resolution of 32x32 pixels, as this was found to be a configuration less prone to noise 

for the HSGT.  The dynamic experiments used the following configurations: Integration Times 

(TI): 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 35, 50 and 100 milliseconds. Rotation Speeds (RS): 0.1, 1.0, 3.0 and 

5.0 rotations per second. 

 

In general, the reconstructed images present a high variability with respect to the shape, which 

depend upon the integration times and rotation speeds. The algorithms were executed in more 

than 70,000 frames with varying degrees of performance. We classified the images in six 

degrees depending on their visual resemblance to the phantom (in any orientation). This 
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classification is presented in Figure 5 with several examples taken from the reconstructed 

images by PSIRT: 

 

                     (1)                       (2)                   (3)                    (4)                      (5)                       (6) 
 

Figure 5:  Classes of image reconstructions according to visual resemblance to the phantom (PSIRT). 

 

The level 1 presents images whose shapes of both holes and their relative distance are nearly 

respected. The level 2 comprises images in which only one of the holes has its shape preserved. 

In level 3 the relative distance between the holes is nullified. In level 4 the shape is distorted 

and the distance is nullified. In level 5 the shape of the holes is highly distorted, but they keep 

their distance. All the other artefacts are in level 6. 

 

As for the ART classes, we observed that the images present differing levels of produced noise, 

a type of global noise, already expected for this algorithm. The noise is presented as lines 

crossing wholly the images, lines which correspond to some trajectories. We used the same 

principles to establish the visual qualities as the ones for the PSIRT, abstracting from the global 

noises. Figure 6 presents some typical images for each class: 

 

 
            (1)                        (2)                      (3)                       (4)                     (5)                      (6) 

 

Figure 6:  Classes of image reconstructions according to visual resemblance to the phantom (ART). 
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We sampled the set of images (more than 1,000 images for each algorithm) and visually 

distributed them according to classes listed above. Figures 7 and 8 present the percentage of 

occurrence of the reconstructed images in each class for both algorithms: 

 

 
Figure 7:  The distribution of the sampled images according to their resemblance to the phantom (PSIRT). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8:  The distribution of the sampled images according to their resemblance to the phantom (ART). 
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5. FINAL REMARKS 

 

The reconstructed images from the ART method present a global noise which is typical when 

the amount of trajectories is small, especially in a fan beam type of geometry. Despite that, the 

circles corresponding to the phantom holes can be recognized in most of the images than in the 

corresponding ones from the PSIRT. Images from PSIRT, on the other hand, are cleaner; there 

is no global noise, only punctual ones, in small amounts. The distribution of the classes reflect 

these observations: in the ART, C1is more prevalent than PSIRT’s C1, although for C2 the 

opposite happens. In this case we can interpret that PSIRT has difficulties to reproduce both 

circular shapes correctly positioned than ART does (C1), although the difference is not very 

much (C2). PSIRT has bigger tendency to glue the circles together to the point of deforming 

them (bigger C4 and smaller C3) but it has lesser tendency to deform the phantom to the point 

of being unrecognizable (smaller C6). For all this, we can conclude that PSIRT is a viable 

alternative to the ART, since it is able to fill a different niche, offering a different set of features 

for different applications, or to be a method to be combined with ART to produce 

complementary information. 
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